
Work in Context

Smartsheet's familiar spreadsheet interface 
enables you to create detailed project or process 
plans, add structure, track progress, and 
collaborate with others. Attach files from Drive, to a 
specific row or task, to create one location for 
important project details.  

Collaboration Made Easy

Import Google Contacts to easily share your work
with internal and external collaborators. Start a 
meeting with Google Hangout directly from your 
project sheet. Send rows that include Google Drive 
attachments to collaborators, whether they have a 
Smartsheet account or not. This real-time 
collaboration streamlines communication and 
improves productivity.

Instantly start a 
Google Hangout to 
video chat

Start a discussion and 
include file attachments 
like Google Docs

Smartsheet is the collaborative work management tool 
that lets you easily track and manage your work so you 
and your team can be more productive than ever. 
Smartsheet's integration with Google Apps for Work 
streamlines processes and enables powerful collaboration 
capabilities for teams and companies of any size.
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Collect Google 
forms responses 

Attach files from 
Google Drive

Embed project 
workflows in Gmail

Sync project dates 
to Google calendar

Import data into a 
Google document



More Information

Administrative Controls

Administrators can add Smartsheet from the Apps 
Add-ons toolbar or Google Apps Marketplace. 
Nothing to download, no set-up required. Users can 
sign-on to Smartsheet with Google credentials to 
provide seamless, secure access to accounts from 
anywhere, on any device. Get the Google Android 
app by visiting the Google Play Store.

Reporting and Smartsheet Sights™ provide 
transparency into what your team is working on, 
who they are working with, and the status of 
projects across the organization. Track KPIs and 
quickly surface potential problems, with the 
insights provided by Sights.

Make Work Visible
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Smartsheet is redefining the way that individuals, teams, and organizations deliver great work. Our collaborative work 
management platform is trusted by over 8 million registered users in 80,000 customers across more than 190 countries. 
Customers like Cisco, Groupon, Salesforce, the GSA, Google, and over half of the Fortune 500 use Smartsheet across a 
range of departments, every day. Want to know how we help individuals and teams make smarter decisions that drive 
business performance? Visit www.smartsheet.com for more details.
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Visit smartsheet.com/google to learn more

Check out the Smartsheet listing at 
google.com/appsmarketplace 
for a free 30-day trial


